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Justice 4 Prince
While we understand that an investigation is still ongoing, it has been more than a
year that has passed since the death/murder of our brother Prince. There are many
questions that still need answered and some that should have been answered by
now.
Included are our questions as well as validations of intuitive Abigail Noel. These
are conversations that she, herself, had with Prince after his passing. All her readings have been recorded online and are dated, the news and released investigation
files that came after has validated her previous readings and thus should be looked
into and taken into consideration by investigators on the case.
We are here to lovingly DEMAND justice for our brother Prince.
If there ain’t no justice, then there ain’t no peace!
We invite you to awaken to the truth. Abigail is not the only intuitive that has had
contact and validations. Many are awakened and have found each other and banned
together for justice for our brother. Open your heart and your mind as you read
objectively. This is by no means complete as research is still ongoing as well as the
investigation.

Abigail Video Validations
Abigail: Prince asked for lemon water sweetened with pineapple juice for his digestive system the night of his death. SOURCE: Video—Out of the box radio 4/25/2016 .
Validation: Ray Roberts “as Prince would have sore throats or seem like he wasn’t feeling well for “weeks at a time”,
he would prefer smoothies and fresh juices to soothe his throat or stomach.” SOURCE: 5/2/2016 theguardian.com
Abigail: Prince saw it coming. He told people close to him. SOURCE: Video—Out of the box radio 4/25/2016
Validation: Tyka said she knew 2 years ago Prince was going to die. She said he told her. SOURCE: 10/6/2016
thegrapevine.theroot.com
Abigail: Prince died between 12:00 and 1:00 SOURCE: Video—Out of the box radio 4/25/2016 (in a later video
4/27/2016 she stated 12:33 as time of death)
Validation: a source revealed that a paramedic responding to the 911 call from Prince’s estate told law enforcement
officers, staff and others at the scene that Prince may have been dead for at least six hours before his body was discovered in an elevator at Paisley Park. SOURCE: 5/21/2016 CNN
Abigail: People have his music, he hid music and would be releasing it. SOURCE: 5/4/2016 Abigail FB live/youtube
video
Validation: Ian Boxill maintained tracks “Deliverance” 6 songs. Co-produced with Prince. Plans to release them (now
in court) SOURCE: 4/19/2017 musicfeeds.com
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Abigail Video Validations Continued...
Abigail: After Prince went to his room he was on his “Apple laptop” doing work SOURCE: 5/6/2016 Abigail FB live/youtube video
Validation: Search warrant issued for Silver “Apple laptop” last seen in
his bedroom SOURCE: Unsealed 4/17/2017 Search Warrant
mncourts.gov
Abigail: There were enough (drugs) to put an elephant out. 5/11/2016
Abigail FB live/youtube video
Validation: Toxicology results revealed Prince’s blood fentanyl level
measured 67.8 milligrams. Three is considered fatal by experts. His liver
fentanyl topped 435 milligrams. Anything above 69 is toxic, according to
investigators. And his gastric fentanyl registered at 14,000, an extraordinarily high amount, and more than his 112 pound body could handle.
Kstp.com 5/21/2017
Abigail: He treated his body like a temple, during channeling he was
indignant about not being a drug addict.
Validation: Tests on Prince before his death didn’t show any fentanyl in
his system, suggesting that he wasn’t a long-time fentanyl user. Businessinsider.com 8/22/2016
Multiple sources confirmed that in the year leading up to Prince’s overdose, there weren’t any prescriptions for controlled medications in his
name in Minnesota. Kstp.com 5/21/2017
Abigail: Percocet was planted as a set up and Prince did not take
Percocet.
Validation: So far there has been no evidence to support Percocet being
in Prince’s system (blood tests/autopsy) nor being prescribed to him. A pill that contained fentanyl was mislabeled
Percocet.
Abigail: There was a triad/concoction that was given to him. 3 different drugs mixed. Video—Out of the box radio
4/29/2016
Validation: two dozen of those tablets contained a different chemical cocktail of fentanyl, lidocaine and a newer drug
called U-4770, or U-4 on the street. Kstp.com 5/21/2017

Inconsistencies
Inconsistency: In separate interviews Ray Roberts was inconsistent when the last time he
seen Prince was. In two articles is says he last saw Prince the evening before his death
(which would be the 20th of April). In another article it says their last conversation was
on Monday (which would be the 18th of April). In another article it says he entered PP
that night and was told he could just leave the meal and go.
Ray Roberts: Roberts last saw Prince the evening before the musician was found dead at
Paisley Park. He cooked Prince a roasted red pepper bisque with a kale and spring vegetable salad. SOURCE: dailymail.co.uk
Ray Roberts: Their last conversation was on Monday. SOURCE: fox9.com
Ray Roberts: Roberts last saw Prince the evening before his death, and said he “wish[es]
he was still here.” SOURCE: people.com
Continued….
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Inconsistencies Continued...
Ray Roberts: The last meal Ray Roberts prepared for Prince was roasted red pepper bisque and a kale salad. When he entered
Paisley Park that night, he was told he could just leave the meal and go. (Prince was the only one there?!) SOURCE citypages.com
Inconsistency: The recently released investigation documents describe inconsistencies in interviews between Kirk Johnson,
the Dr’s and others that were there when Prince was found.

Unanswered Questions
What did Prince and Will Smith talk about on the phone the night of his death?
Tyka claims she has nothing to do with Prince’s death, then why will she not release the full autopsy? Either we have to wait 30 years for it to be released or it can
be released by next of kin.
What else is in the autopsy?
Why did Kirk Johnson lawyer up immediately after Prince’s death? And why had he
not been back to work at his gym?
According to files released on the Prince case...Why were his hands and neck
swabbed and what were the results of that?
No where in the reports does it say that investigators finger printed anything, including the prescription bottles. Were fingerprints taken in his room, laundry/wardrobe room, elevator, kitchen etc and prescription bottles?
Why hasn’t Kirk Johnson been arrested for obtaining prescription drugs if they are meant for someone else, opiates no less?
Why haven’t the authorities arrested him on this charge alone?
What has ever happened with the FBI’s full report?
Why were his clothes on backwards and inside out? When he is known to be immaculate in appearance, verified by Mayte
that even at home he kept himself immaculate.
Why were employees allowed on the premises that morning? Were there any areas they were in where evidence could have
been tampered with?
If it is an ongoing investigation, why is the property not treated as such? Why was it turned into a museum so soon and people allowed to go through his home and things? Why not wait until the investigation is closed as to not tamper with evidence?
Why were the cameras off and who turned them off?
Were all the trash cans and dumpsters searched and investigated?
Why were gunshots reported in the media at 9am and then all evidence removed without explanation?
Why was the crime scene not kept under control? It was turned over to management quickly. This gave more time for the
crime scene to be tampered with and staged.
In the released documents it states his laptop was in his bedroom but then they went back a few days later to get it and it
was moved from the bedroom to an office on the 1st floor. Which leads to the question, who deleted Prince’s instagram post
“just when you thought you were safe”? Kirk Johnson had access to his password, that was in the released documents as
well…
Why hasn’t the Dr been arrested for writing prescriptions under Kirk Johnson’s name?
Where is the book Prince what writing?
Why was he left alone after almost dying a week prior?
Kirk said he was unaware Prince had an addiction (yet set up a meeting with an intervention specialist?). However, the detective finds it reasonable that he would have had knowledge of an addiction. This is in released documents.

